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ABSTRACT
Chatbot interfaces for LLMs enable students to get immediate, in-
teractive help on homework assignments, but even a thoughtfully-
designed bot may not serve all pedagogical goals. In this paper,
we report on the development and deployment of a GPT-4-based
interactive homework assistant (“61A-Bot”) for students in a large
CS1 course; over 2000 students made over 100,000 requests of our
bot across two semesters. Our assistant offers one-shot, contextual
feedback, through both a “Get Help” button within a popular code
editor, as well as a “get feedback” feature within our command-line
autograder. These triggers wrap student code in a custom prompt
that supports our pedagogical goals and avoids providing solu-
tions directly. We discuss our development process and deployment,
then analyze possible impacts of our Bot on students, primarily
through student feedback and how long it takes students to com-
plete homework problems. We ask: how does access to 61A-Bot
impact homework completion time and subsequent course perfor-
mance? In addition to reductions in homework-related question
rates in our course forum, we find substantial reductions in home-
work completion time. These are most pronounced for students
in the 50𝑡ℎ − 80𝑡ℎ percentile, with reductions of over 30 minutes,
over 4 standard deviations faster than the mean in prior semesters.
However, it is not clear that these effects transfer to assignment
contexts where the Bot is not available: we observe speedups in
some contexts, no change in others, and some assignments later
in the semester even show a slowdown instead. Though we have
begun to disentangle these effects, further research is needed.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → CS1; • Applied computing
→ Computer-assisted instruction.

KEYWORDS
Automated Tutors, Large Language Models, AI Assistant Deploy-
ment, AI Assistant Evaluation

1 INTRODUCTION
The recent wide availability of Large Language Models (LLMs) has
given students in introductory Computer Science (CS) courses a
tempting alternative to asking for help on programming assignments—
and potentially waiting hours to receive it. However, while naively
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the VS Code user interface. Students
click the “Get 61A Help” button in the toolbar at the up-
per right-hand side (1) to send their code to the bot. Bot
replies appear in a pop-up notification (dialog window (3)
with [Thanks, helpful!] and [Not helpful...] buttons) con-
taining the Bot’s advice on the student’s current code ((2),
red outline). The same output is also (optionally) available
when students attempt to submit their homework to the au-
tograder.

used LLMs do help students solve assigned problems, they typically
do so by providing correct answers along with explanations, allow-
ing students to avoid the process of developing solutions themselves
and the learning associated with this process. A number of recent
reports [7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 36] present more thoughtful approaches:
new systems, also based on LLMs, geared towards offering guidance
and assistance without providing direct solutions.

These systems succeed in providing guidance without direct so-
lutions, and students report finding them helpful [15, 19]—but how
are they helpful? What impact do these systems have on student
performance when integrated into a traditional CS1 course? In this
paper, we start to answer these questions: we first describe the assis-
tant we developed and deployed to 2000 students in our CS1 course
over the past year. Then, we report on a preliminary observational
investigation of our assistant’s impact on those students, finding
that our assistant does indeed help students complete homework
more quickly, but does not necessarily help them learn the material
better.
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We begin by reporting on our experiences developing and de-
ploying a “TA bot” homework assistant for students in the large
CS1 course (CS 61A) we run at our large public university. We call
our bot 61A-Bot. Students receive bot feedback in two ways: either
(1) by clicking on a “Get Help” button in their code editor (see Fig-
ure 1), receiving back a pop-up notification containing advice for
how to proceed on the homework assignment, given their current
code; or (2) through a “get feedback” option to the existing course
“autograder” command-line tool—allowing all students access to
the same feedback tool, irrespective of the choice of code editor.

Our bot then identifies the particular assignment the student
is working on, collects their code, and wraps these in a custom
prompt for GPT-4. We designed this prompt to steer GPT-4 towards
feedback that mirrors how we ourselves typically approach student
questions, aligned with recent work in this area [23]: identifying
whether the student understands the question, which concepts
students might need reinforcement on, and whether they have a
plan, and then helping students by providing conceptual, debugging,
or planning support as appropriate.

We then report on:

(1) Initial findings of students’ subjective experiences based on
student surveys over two semesters, and

(2) A retrospective analysis of student homework completion pat-
terns, looking for possible impacts our bot may have had on
students’ homework experiences and overall performance.

Required by our Institutional Review Board (IRB) to avoid dif-
ferential access, we did not engage in a randomized control experi-
mental design. Instead, we rely on observational data, analyzing
completion-time performance for homeworks (for which students
had Bot access) and similar-in-scope labs and more complex projects
(for which students did not have Bot access) in our one semester of
complete deployment—comparing these with historical completion-
time data from previous semesters. While this approach does not
necessarily allow us to draw conclusive causal inferences, the as-
sociations we find are nonetheless suggestive and call for further
inquiry.

In our analysis, we observe remarkably shorter homework com-
pletion times, after the deployment of our Bot, on comparable prob-
lems from previous semesters. Suggestive of a direct causal effect
is our parallel observation that completion times for comparable
labs, where the Bot is never available, show no similar shortening
after our deployment. Meanwhile, completion times on projects,
where the Bot is also not available, are somewhat shorter after Bot
deployment, but exhibit a smaller reduction than the homeworks. Fi-
nally, we also observe weak evidence of what may be over-reliance
or a dependency effect: performance on bot-never-available labs
shows some performance degradation, and students report that
they feel as though labs take much longer than they would if the
bot were available. In line with these time reductions, we also find
substantial reductions in the number of online forum questions
about homework problems. We report on these observations in
detail in the following sections, and conclude with implications and
opportunities for future inquiry.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Generative models such as ChatGPT,1 OpenAI Codex [3], Deep-
Mind AlphaCode [18], Amazon CodeWhispere2, and GitHub Copi-
lot3 offer promising opportunities for enriching the learning expe-
rience of students. These models have already been leveraged by
educators in different areas of Computing education [7, 9, 11, 13],
where they accelerate content generation and seem to be impact-
ing the relevant skills students gain in introductory CS courses.
Researchers have studied LLMs in areas such as generating code
explanations [2, 10, 16, 22], providing personalized immediate feed-
back, enhancing programming error messages [17, 36], generating
discussion forum responses [20, 26], and automatic creation of
personalized programming exercises and tutorials [31, 32, 38] to
enhance the comprehensiveness of course materials.

However, the integration of LLMs in CS1 instruction comes with
challenges. Students could become overly reliant on automation
(a concern at least as old as calculators [6]), potentially hindering
their development of critical problem-solving skills—though recent
work suggests these negative effects can be avoided, at least for
programming assistance [14]. Taken to an extreme, the resulting
absence of human interaction could have negative effects, alongside
other ethical concerns related to plagiarism and the responsible use
of LLM-generated code. To maximize the benefits of LLMs while
mitigating these challenges, a thoughtful and balanced approach to
their incorporation into CS1 courses is essential [8, 21, 25].

Through deployments of LLMs as intelligent tutors, students
can receive immediate, personalized support and guidance, which
would ideally foster a deeper understanding of coding concepts
and promote self-paced learning—just as with pre-LLM Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (see [5] for a review, and [35] for an example).
The ability of LLMs to generate tailored resources, such as new, per-
sonalized tutorials and newly-generated code examples, not only
expands the available learning materials but also accommodates
students’ varying learning styles and preferences—though these
generated materials are not always better [28]. One recent RCT of
an error message enhancement system [36] begins to shed some
light on how different approaches to hint generation, including
GPT-4-augmented error messages, lead to different patterns of stu-
dent behavior—finding that GPT-4-augmented messages can lead
to persistent reductions in the number of attempts it takes students
to resolve a bug in their code compared to a typical compiler or
runtime error message. Educators should integrate LLMs as comple-
mentary tools, striking a balance between automation and human
interaction while emphasizing the development of critical problem-
solving skills and responsible coding practices, ultimately serving
students better in their CS education.

Researchers are also increasingly integrating LLM-based chat-
bots in courses [10, 37] and online educational websites [27] to
provide immediate personalized feedback, and in tools in support-
ing students’ development of programming skills [4, 12, 30]. These
include CodeHelp [19, 33] and CodeAid [15], two systems (and de-
ployments) that bear a number of similarities to our own—though
those systems enable students to ask questions, while ours (we

1https://chat.openai.com/
2https://aws.amazon.com/codewhisperer/
3https://copilot.github.com/
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believe uniquely) builds on the student’s history of prior assistant
hints and code changes in response. That body of work finds that
students primarily seek answers to programming questions and
debugging help; we focus on the latter here.

Our paper contributes to the body of educational research and
pedagogical innovation, offering a preliminary evaluation of the
impact of an LLM-based AI homework assistant on student perfor-
mance on course assignments.

3 DESIGN & DEPLOYMENT
In designing our assistant, we chose to address one of the more
challenging bottlenecks we faced in our large-scale course: the
availability of tutors and other staff to help students when they
get stuck on homework problems. In particular, we chose to focus
primarily on the kinds of debugging assistance our staff are often
asked for.

Three concerns—hallucinations, students sharing personal in-
formation with a third party, and the harms from an unmonitored
chat interaction—led us to deploy a one-shot “Get Help” interac-
tion mode without an opportunity for “chat” follow-up. This meant
that one valuable pedagogical tool—having students explain their
understanding of the problem—would remain out of reach in this
initial deployment.

Following a common tutoring pattern [23], we designed a prompt
that would try to assess student conceptual knowledge, based on the
provided code, and offer syntactical, logical, or even template-code
suggestions—but not solutions. This prompt explicitly includes a
sequence of questions to consider in response to the student code:

(1) Is the student missing conceptual knowledge?
(2) Is their current code on the right track?
(3) How close are they to a solution?
(4) Were they able to follow previous advice?
(5) Do they have a reasonable plan?

Though we avoided students explicitly writing natural language
“chat” messages to the bot, we did want some degree of continuity—
which we achieved by also including up to three prior (student code,
bot advice) exchanges, if available (enabling question 4).

In addition to the steps above, the prompt also includes a per-
problem instruction block, whichwe used for about 10% of problems,
and more general instructions such as Do not give the student
the answer or any code. and Limit your response to a
sentence or two at most.

3.1 Development & Prompt Challenges
Based on the literature, we expected that engineering dialogues
through an LLM would be challenging in ways that would be hard
to address [39], and indeed we found this to be the case. Early on,
in testing extended dialogue interactions, we found an increasing
likelihood that GPT-4 would provide a direct solution as the conver-
sation extended—validating our decision to start with a single-shot
request rather than dialogue. Many initial challenges were address-
able through prompt changes alone: for example, by including the
instruction “Don’t assume a problem needs to use recursion unless
it’s explicit” we avoided spurious suggestions that loop-based code
should be rewritten using recursion.

One particularly frustrating challenge illustrates a number of
the failures we observed early on: an over-eagerness to “correct”
student code that was, in fact, already correct. One such homework
problem asked students to fill in template code to compute 𝑎 + |𝑏 |,
using the operators add and sub based on whether 𝑏 < 0 (see Fig. 1).
With an early version of our prompt, GPT-4 would consistently
question the correct solution, asking students to think about what
should be done in the case 𝑏 < 0.

Hoping to find a prompt that would prove robust to variations
in course content, we initially avoided any problem-specific text
beyond a statement of the problem itself. However, we ultimately
added a problem-specific note for those homework problems that
required extra steering—in the example above, this note contains a
solution to the problem.

3.2 Deployment
Students access our bot through two modalities. In one modality,
students click on a “Get Help” button (see Figure 1) in the VS Code4
editor toolbar to activate our 61A-Bot extension. The extension
collects students’ code, makes a best guess of which homework
problem the student is working on (as several problems often appear
in a single file), and constructs a request. In the second modality,
students run an autograder5 in the command line which collects the
student’s code, any errors from executing test cases, and constructs
a request from these. These requests reach a server run by our
instructional staff, which wraps the student data in our prompt,
passes it to GPT-4, and logs the request and GPT-4’s response for
further analysis.

Students are informed when installing the software that, in us-
ing our assistant, all code they write will be sent to OpenAI via
Microsoft Azure [24], and that they should not include any content
in their code files (e.g., comments) that they do not want to share.

3.2.1 Deployment Timeline. We piloted and continued develop-
ment on 61A-Bot throughout the academic year 2023-2024. In Fall
2023, we deployed an initial pilot of 61A-Bot to an experimental sec-
tion of 400 students. This was followed by a full-scale deployment
in week 7 for the approximately 1300 students across two sections.
In conjunction with the wider deployment, we also enabled access
through the autograder tool students could already run from the
command line to validate their code against a set of test cases. In
Spring 2024, all 900 enrolled students had access to both modalities
of the bot from the start of the semester. Our qualitative analysis
thus draws on both semesters, while our quantitative analysis is
focused on the full deployment in Spring 2024.

4 FINDINGS
Students’ adoption of 61A-Bot was immediate, and usage exploded
once we integrated access into our autograder. In this section, we
detail student assessments of their experiences, followed by an
investigation of the possible impacts of 61A-Bot on homework
completion times, exam score distributions, and reliance on course
staff. Unless otherwise noted, statistical accounts in this section
come exclusively from Spring 2024, the semester in which our

4Visual Studio Code, https://code.visualstudio.com
5OK Client, https://github.com/okpy/ok-client
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Fa22 Sp23 Fa23 Sp24

# Students 1656 1169 1407 872
# Questions 1853 2035 1823 1033
per student 1.119 1.741 1.296 1.185

# HW Questions 234 402 177 77
per student 0.141 0.344 0.126 0.088

Table 1: Average number of forum questions, Fall 2022–
Spring 2024, for the CS1 portion of the class (Fall 2023 results
thus do not include the period of widespread deployment).

fully-developed Bot was deployed for all students (see §3.2.1 for
deployment details).

4.1 Usage & Reliance on Staff
Usage patterns suggest that students are finding 61A-Bot helpful,
returning to it multiple times as they engage in homework: across
our pilot and full deployment semesters, over 2000 students made
a total of 105,689 requests of our bot. The median student in our
full deployment semester made 25 requests to our bot, rising to 80
requests for the student at the 95th percentile. As expected, usage
increases as the assignment deadline nears and is concentrated in
the late afternoons and evenings—a pattern similar to the usage
reported in [15, 19]—with a peak request rate of 291 requests/hour.

Over 93% of 61A-Bot queries were made via the autograder in-
stead of VS Code, a skew likely explained by the “get feedback?”
query to students on every run of the command-line autograder,
which historically students run liberally. By contrast, the “Get Help”
button in VS Code requires a manual installation of an extension, in
addition to the use of VS Code, which our course does not require.

This engagement correlates with a reduction in help requests
on our online discussion forum for students to receive asynchro-
nous help. There is a substantial (30%!) decrease in the number
of questions asked per student throughout from Spring 2023 to
Spring 2024, from 1.741 to 1.185 questions per student. The im-
pact on homework-specific questions is even larger, showing a 75%
decrease from 0.344 homework questions per student in SP23 to
0.088 in SP24—see Table 1. (Note the rough consistency in question
counts per student in Fall 2022 and Fall 2023.)

4.2 Student Reception
We sought student feedback in two ways. First, we queried students
for their assessment of each individual hint, which we received
for approximately 27% (7459/27419) of queries.6 Of these, 70%
(5210/7459) were rated as “helpful,” with 45% of these, 2368/5210, re-
porting that the problemwas now resolved. A further 10% (743/7459)
were rated as “not helpful, but made sense,” while the final 20%
(1496/7459) were rated as insensible, misleading, or wrong.

Second, we formally surveyed students on their usage and per-
ceptions of the Bot. In Fall 2023, we conducted a non-anonymous
survey at the end of the semester to which 49% (698/1407) of stu-
dents responded. Students were asked to rate how much they used
6These counts reflect queries from only those students who gave consent for their
data to be used for research.

Figure 2: 61A-Bot Survey Results

the bot and how helpful they found it on a scale from 1 to 5. As
expected, those who reported more usage also found it more helpful.

In Spring 2024, we conducted a non-anonymous survey at the
end of the semester, to which 89% (774/872) students responded.
On a scale from 1 to 5, we asked students to rate their bot usage,
bot helpfulness, bot reliability, and overall satisfaction with the bot.
Finally, we asked them whether or not they recommend that the
bot be available to students in future semesters. The results from
these surveys can be found in Figure 2.

In the Spring 2024 survey, we also asked two optional ques-
tions: What did students like the most and least about learning
with the bot? We include a representative response for each here:
What students liked the most:

“What I loved about the bot is that it allowed me to
get feedback when I didn’t have access to a tutor.
Accordingly, instead of banging my head against
the wall for hours, I was able to get feedback about
what I was doing wrong and correct the mistakes.
For me personally, I would have had a lot more
success in this class if I would have had access to
the bot for labs. (Labs on average took me about 2
and a half hours to complete, and sometimes longer
if I didn’t have access to a tutor).”

What students liked the least:
“Sometimes the answers were slightly vague. Of
course, the bot can’t simply spit out the answer,
but sometimes it was frustrating how it would say
‘you’re on the right track, but there seems to be a
conceptual misunderstanding with __’ — the expla-
nations for the blank could be a bit jargon-filled
and didn’t always directly help me resolve the mis-
understanding due to imprecise language.”

Students generally appreciated 61A-Bot’s accessibility, debug-
ging capabilities, and time savings. However, the hints were some-
times too vague for the students to make changes, while other times,
the bot was too specific and gave away too much. Despite our at-
tempts to steer GPT-4 towards rephrasing and a broader diversity
of responses to repeat inputs, these incidents still occur.

4.3 Effects on Assignment Completion Time
Having established that students like 61A-Bot, and that it can pro-
vide hints that appear useful, we began seeking ways to quantita-
tively identify what impact—if any—the bot was having on student
outcomes. This proved to be a challenging task, in part because
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the impact is nuanced and specific, as we detail in this section. As
mentioned earlier, our IRB does not allow differential access to
tools in courses, so we could not run a randomized control trial. In-
stead, here we compare student performance from our semester of
full deployment, Spring 2024 (SP24), with performance from prior
semesters, going back through Spring 2021 (SP21), comprising a
total of 1,643,613 data points from 6,034 students.

Though the Bot is deployed for homework assignments it is
not available for lab assignments (which are similar in scope, but
intended to be completed in groups) nor for projects (which are
multi-week and build on prior results). To the extent that perfor-
mance differences on homework assignments between pre- and
post-deployment semesters are inconsistent with performance dif-
ferences on lab assignments and projects, some of this difference
may be attributable to the use of the Bot. In our course, content is
typically sequenced as follows: new material is first introduced in
lectures, then practiced in labs, reinforced in individual homework
problems, and then applied to practice in projects.

4.3.1 Data. Our course “autograder” records every attempt a stu-
dent makes to test their code, storing a “snapshot” of student code
on our instructional servers, along with a student identifier and a
timestamp; we use these to reconstruct a coarse-grained history of
student progress. Autograder use is unlimited, and students typi-
cally revise their programs repeatedly until they are ready to submit
their final code. Because nearly all students submit code that suc-
cessfully passes all test cases, the metric we consider here is time
to completion, rather than passing test cases or other measures of
code quality.

We calculate an approximate total completion time by summing
the timestamp deltas between snapshots, recognizing that we may
miss the time spent on the problem before the first snapshot. To
account for students completing the homework across multiple ses-
sions, we ignore time deltas above a 60-minute threshold—a value
chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but we confirm that the results we
report here are robust to values in the range of 20 to 120 minutes.7

We compare Spring 2024 completion times only to prior Spring
semesters, because Fall-semester students at our institution typi-
cally have greater preparation than Spring-semester students (due
in part to how CSmajor requirements are structured). Because prob-
lem repetition across homeworks and labs has some variation across
semesters, we select a subset of problems to maximizes consistency,
and report these aggregations as, e.g., “HW 1”. Occasionally, one
assignment in a particular semester differs sufficiently from other
semesters that we omit it entirely.

4.3.2 Analytical Method. We examine the distribution of student
assignment completion times using Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) plots for specific homework assignments, labs, and
projects. This CDF can be read as “What fraction of students (y-
axis) complete the homework in less than some number of minutes
(x-axis)?” Because not all semesters used exactly the same problems
in each assignment, we analyze only that subset of problems that
appear identically across most semesters in a given assignment,

7We conducted an independent analysis looking only at snapshot counts rather than
summing time deltas. Those results were consistent with the findings we report here,
as expected from [29]; we report times here because we find the time metric to be
more straightforward to reason about.

(a) HW assignments 1, 2, 3, and 5.

(b) Lab assignments 1, 2, 4, and 8.

(c) Projects 2 and 3.

Figure 3: CDFs of completion times for shared problems.
Circle markers identify the 20, 40, 60, and 80th percentiles
within the distribution; differences in completion at a certain
percentile within the distribution can be read by matching
circle markers horizontally. E.g., for HW2: the mean 60th
percentile completion time across SP21, SP22, and SP23 is
34 minutes (SD=1.9 min); the corresponding 60th percentile
time in SP24 is 21 minutes, 7.3 SDs below the mean.
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summing those problems’ completion times and reporting the sum
as the total homework completion time for the assignment. (Some
semesters are missing from some plots because of this variability in
problem inclusion for assignments as mentioned earlier.) As with
the choice of completion time vs. submission counts, we opted for
this method of aggregation and reporting because we found it to
be the clearest presentation of the effects we observed.8

4.3.3 Results. Our primary finding is that student completion
times on identical homework assignments are substantially faster
in our post-deployment semester, Spring 2024, compared to prior
semesters (Figure 3a). This effect is not seen in the similar lab as-
signments where the bot is not available (Figure 3b); a smaller, but
still substantial, speedup is seen in projects (Figure 3c).

The data indicate that the Bot-available homework completion
times in Spring 2024 are between 25%−50% faster among students in
the middle 20− 80% percentile of completion times. This represents
a reduction in time of 3 − 9 Standard Deviations (SD) compared
with completion times from prior Spring semesters, a large effect.

In contrast, no-Bot lab completion times fall within 1 SD of the
prior semesters’ mean for the first few labs. Most later labs lack
enough consistency across semesters for a robust comparison, but
lab 8 does offer a glimpse into one possible outcome: here, students
in Spring 2024 overall took several standard deviations more time
than the mean for students in prior semesters.

Meanwhile, the no-Bot project completion times fall somewhere
in between: Spring 2024 students completed these projects between
10% − 20% faster than the pre-deployment mean—a speedup about
half as large as the Bot-available homeworks.

5 DISCUSSION
Overall, our findings are consistent with a causal link between
the availability of our bot and faster homework completion times.
There is no substantially different teaching methodology, set of
course instructors, or set of course materials in Spring 2024 that
could account for the specific reduction in homework completion
times without a similar reduction in lab completion times—to our
knowledge (as course instructors), 61A-Bot itself is the major differ-
ence in Spring 2024, and the major difference between homeworks
on the one hand, and labs and projects on the other.

The speedup differences among homeworks, projects, and labs,
could be due to a few causal factors. First, some of the benefits of
using the Bot on homeworks could transfer to projects, but not
labs—perhaps because projects around a given topic are assigned
after students have already had the Bot’s help on the corresponding
homework, but not on the corresponding labs, which are assigned
before the homework.

Second, students in Spring 2024 may simply have stronger prior
preparation in a way that affects projects, but not labs—though
we are not sure what kind of preparation that could be. The con-
sistency of performance on the first few labs in Spring 2024 and
prior semesters suggests that Spring 2024 students do not differ
substantially in their prior preparation for CS1.
8We performed the same analysis on individual problems on their own, as well as by
comparing individual semesters with their prior (Spring) semesters and comparing
across different subsets of problems and prior years; the results we report here are
robust to all of the variations we tried, including many others that we do not report
on here for space.

The apparent gradual increase in lab completion times (starting
in lab 4, continuing in lab 8, see Figure 3b) are worth noting because
they do not correlate with a corresponding increase in homework
completion time, suggesting that the availability of the bot may be
a cause. Students could be relying on the bot for certain activities
that they might otherwise have learned more effectively to perform
on their own, such as debugging code on previously unseen topics.
We find some possible corroborating evidence for this effect in the
survey results, where a top request for the course is to make the bot
available for lab assignments too (see §4.2). But the improvement in
project completion times suggests that if there is over-reliance on
the Bot in the lab context, it does not extend to the project context—
and it could be that lab 8 is merely an outlier in this regard, and not
indicative of a robust pattern.

5.1 Limitations
We have been careful to identify limitations throughout this report
but include this section here for completeness. Most importantly,
our study is entirely observational: we had limited levers for ran-
domization, and there could be uncontrolled causes for the effects
we observe—for example, it could be that students are using Chat-
GPT for their homework anyway, despite the availability of 61A-Bot.
We have tried to account for as many of these factors as possible
through mechanism-oriented reasoning (e.g., why would they use
ChatGPT only for homeworks, but not labs?), but we can not prove
causality with our study design.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that 61A-Bot helps students complete home-
work more quickly, with oversized impacts for students who spent
the most time on homework—a benefit that might even dispropor-
tionately support goals towards inclusion in CS. But, ideally, this
type of scaffolding should recede over time as learners become
more confident [34]. 61A-Bot has not yet achieved this goal.

However, the news is not entirely bad: whatever skills students
may come to depend on the bot scaffolding for—whether debugging,
problem-solving, or something else—are skills we can try to teach
explicitly in our course, now that students spend less time on home-
work. Of course, it may turn out that the best way for students to
learn those skills is to struggle more in debugging their homework
assignments on their own, but we are skeptical of this view. Fortu-
nately, effective homework assistants, like our 61A-Bot, can also
help future researchers start to disentangle these effects, leading
to a better understanding of the pedagogical value of struggling to
debug code.

Guidelines around the inclusion of AI-based course materials
and tools suggest that these should only be incorporated when
we have a good understanding that their benefits outweigh their
costs [1]. We believe that 61A-Bot clears this bar, but that further
research into improving outcomes and mitigating the costs we have
started to expose is critical and urgent.
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